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WHO WE ARE



Hard Rock Casino Vancouver is an entertainment facility that offers

table games slots racebook

dining retail store
3 entertainment  

venues

Boulevard Casino opened in 2005 and rebranded and 

reopened as Hard Rock Casino Vancouver in  

DECEMBER 2013
Owned and operated by Great Canadian Gaming Corporation:

9,400 team members across Canada and Washington State



INDUSTRY 
GOVERNANCE





WHERE THE 
MONEY GOES



SINCE THE  
OPENING OF 
HARD ROCK 

CASINO,
The City of 
Coquitlam

has received

$123.8
MILLION
from gaming

revenues

48
community

organizations  
supported by
HARD ROCK 

CASINO in 2017

IN BRITISH COLUMBIA

of gross revenue from  all 
BC gaming facilities  is 

retained by the BC  Lottery 
Corporation to  support 

programs like  health care, 
education  and social 

services



88 supported by the provincial 
community grant program 
in 2016/2017

THE CITY INVESTS ITS SHARE OF 
GAMING PROCEEDS INTO 

CAPITAL IMPROVEMENTS THAT 
BENEFIT THE COQUITLAM 

COMMUNITY:

BURKE MOUNTAIN FIRE HALL

groups shared in 

$1.8
MILLION



DIRECT
COMMUNITY

SUPPORT



isthe brand that unifies the company’s  
community, volunteering and social  

responsibility efforts.

The PROUD volunteer program  
recognizes, encourages and rewards  
employees who volunteer and support  
their communities. When an employee  
volunteers a certain number of hours  
with a non-profit/charity, the company  
will issue a donation in their name to  
that group.

Under the PROUD program,  
Great Canadian annually  

invests over

$2.5
MILLION

in our communities

1,900
charitable organizations  

were supported in

2017



HARD ROCK HAS PROVIDED DIRECT COMMUNITY SUPPORT
TO MANY ORGANIZATIONS, INCLUDING:



OUR
PEOPLE



631
TEAM MEMBERS

102
DIFFERENT JOB  

POSITIONS ON-SITE

AVERAGE AGE

43

51
DIFFERENT  

LANGUAGES  
& DIALECTS  

SPOKEN

%46 of
team members have 
worked at Hard Rock 

Casino  for over

10
YEARS

36%
of team members are residents 

in the local community



ECONOMIC
IMPACT



Capital  
investments &  
projects since  

inception:

$162.6
MILLION

$4.2
MILLION

in goods and  
services  

purchased locally  
in 2017 from

49
Coquitlam based

vendors $ 1,359,386

Annual property
tax payment in 2017



RESPONSIBLE 
GAMING



Moderate and high-risk problem gamblers  
make up an estimated 3.3% of adult

British Columbians

RG Programs include: Problem gambling helpline number, 
counseling services, Voluntary-Self Exclusion program, literature on 

problem gambling/responsible gambling, on-site GameSense centres

Great Canadian and each of its properties work with, and 
are guided by, provincial regulators to develop and manage 

responsible gambling programs

On average,

72.5%
of adults participated in 

at least one gambling
activity in the past 

12 months 

Annually, BC spends
an estimated

$10.6
MILLION

on responsible gaming and 
problem gambling initiatives, 

programs and research.



Active site
RG Committee

WHAT WE DO

Annual site RG days
and activities

RG Blueprint RG Check process

RG
DAY



ANTI-MONEY 
LAUNDERING 
(AML)



Ensuring Gaming Integrity

• Great Canadian has a culture and track record of 
integrity and transparency 

• The BC Gaming industry is one of the strongest and 
most rigorously regulated in North America 

• Great Canadian has close and productive relationships 
with law enforcement, BCLC, GPEB and FINTRAC



Great Canadian’s Commitment to 
Best Practices

• Exceed regulatory requirements on number of onsite 
cameras and security personnel:

o 1,500 surveillance cameras throughout property
o 50 full-time surveillance personnel (more than any other casino in BC)
o More than 75 security employees on the premises

• Compliance reviews:
o Up to 25 annual BCLC compliance reviews
o Independent AML compliance review every two years
o Federal AML review every two years

• Investing continuously to upgrade our surveillance systems:
o In 2014, invested $3 million as part of a comprehensive system upgrade



Great Canadian’s Commitment to 
Best Practices

• Significant regulatory requirements for security and 
surveillance:
o State-of-the-art surveillance camera system throughout each property
o Well trained surveillance and security teams

• Compliance reviews and audits:
o Frequent reviews and audits conducted by BCLC and internal compliance teams annually
o Independent AML compliance review every two years
o Federal AML review every two years

• Investing continuously to upgrade our surveillance systems:
o Great Canadian invests over $6 million annually in surveillance activity



The German Report
• June 2018 report by Dr. Peter German found that casino 

operators were operating in accordance with AML policies 
and legislation

• Report noted that quantity of suspicious money “has 
dramatically reduced” since 2015

• Great Canadian agrees that the system needs to respond to 
evolving challenges

• Working with government and partners to enhance the 
system in line with the report 

“Arguably, greater emphasis is placed on compliance in the casino industry than virtually 
any other financial industry.” – German Report (footnote: para 273, page 72) 



Q & A


